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Abstract. Suppose B is an algebra with a stratifying ideal BeB generated by an
idempotent e. We will establish long exact sequences relating the Hochschild cohomology
groups of the three algebras B, B=BeB and eBe. This provides a common generalization
of various known results, all of which are extending Happel's long exact sequence for one-
point extensions. Applying one of these sequences to Hochschild cohomology algebras
modulo nilpotent shows, in some cases, that these algebras are ¯nitely generated.

1. Introduction

Hochschild cohomology is not functorial. Thus there is no natural way to relate
Hochschild cohomology of an algebra to that of its quotient or subalgebras. Still it is
natural to try to ¯nd a way relating cohomology of an algebra B to that of an 'easier'
or 'smaller' algebra A, such as a quotient modulo an idempotent ideal or a centralizer
subalgebra. One such situation is that of B being a one-point extension of A, which has
been studied by Happel in [7]. More recently, Happel's long exact sequence has been gen-
eralized to the case of triangular matrix algebras, for example by Michelena and Platzeck
in [10], Green and Solberg in [6] and Cibils, Marcos, Redondo and Solotar in [2]. On the
other hand, in [11], de la Pe~na and Xi have generalized Happel's long exact sequence to
the case of algebras with heredity ideals.

Here, these results will be extended further. A natural common generalization of both
triangular algebras and algebras with heredity ideals are algebras with stratifying ideals;
indeed, heredity ideals are stratifying and any triangular matrix algebra has stratifying
ideals such that the quotients are the respective triangular parts. A stratifying ideal of a
¯nite dimensional algebra B is generated by an idempotent e in B. By one of our long
exact sequences in Theorem 6

¢ ¢ ¢ ! ExtnBe(B=BeB;BeB) ! HHn(B) ! HHn(B=BeB)© HHn(eBe) ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ;

we can compare Hochschild cohomology groups of three algebras B, B=BeB and eBe.
We will get this long exact sequence, and another two long exact sequences (Theorem
6), by using elementary homological methods based on a key observation in triangulated
categories, see Lemma 1.

For any ¯nite dimensional algebra B, we will apply our long exact sequence to the
quotient of the Hochschild cohomology algebra HH¤(B) modulo the ideal NB generated
by homogeneous nilpotent elements. We denote by HH

¤
(B) the graded factor algebra

HH¤(B)=NB.
In [13], Snashall and Solberg conjectured that HH

¤
(A) is a ¯nitely generated algebra for

any ¯nite dimensional algebra A. Green, Snashall and Solberg have shown the conjecture
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to hold true for self-injective algebras of ¯nite representation type [4] and for monomial
algebras [5].

In Corollary 7, for any algebra B with a stratifying ideal BeB, we get an injective
graded algebra homomorphism

HH
¤
(B) ,! HH

¤
(B=BeB)£ HH

¤
(eBe)

Applying this embedding, we verify the conjecture for the case of Brauer algebra Bk(3; ±)
in Example 13. Moreover, we consider a condition when the above embedding induces
an isomorphism HH

¤
(B) »= HH

¤
(eBe) of graded algebras. By using this isomorphism, we

can produce many examples of ¯nite dimensional algebras for which the conjecture holds,
including an algebra which is neither self-injective nor monomial (Example 12).

2. A general lemma

Throughout this paper we assume that k is a commutative noetherian ring and algebras
are associative unital k-algebras that are projective as k-modules. For any algebra A,
modA denotes the category of ¯nitely generated left A-modules, Ae the enveloping algebra
A k A

op, HHn(A) the n-th Hochschild cohomology group of A with coe±cients in A
itself and HH¤(A) the Hochschild cohomology algebra ©n HHn(A). It is known that
HHn(A) »= ExtnAe(A;A) as groups and HH¤(A) »= ©n ExtnAe(A;A) as graded algebras.

For simplicity we will use the language of triangulated categories only in Lemma 1
below. Let T be a triangulated category with a shift functor T . For any X and Y in T
and any n 2 Z, we denote by T n(X; Y ) the morphism group T (X; T nY ) and by T ¤(X;X)
the graded ring ©n2ZT

n(X;X). If T is a derived category D(ModAe) for some algebra
A, then T n(A;A) »= ExtnAe(A;A) »= HHn(A) as groups and T ¤(A;A) »= HH¤(A) as graded
algebras. The following is the key lemma of this paper.

Lemma 1. Let T be a triangulated category. Suppose there is a triangle X ! Y ! Z !
in T such that T n(X;Z) = 0 for all n 2 Z.

(1) We have the following three long exact sequences:
¢ ¢ ¢ ! T n(Y;X) ! T n(Y; Y ) ! T n(Z;Z) ! T n+1(Y;X) ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
¢ ¢ ¢ ! T n(Z; Y ) ! T n(Y; Y ) ! T n(X;X) ! T n+1(Z; Y ) ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ; and

¢ ¢ ¢ ! T n(Z;X)
un! T n(Y; Y ) ! T n(Z;Z)© T n(X;X) ! T n+1(Z;X) ! ¢ ¢ ¢ .

(2) Let u : T ¤(Y; Y ) ! T ¤(Z;Z) £ T ¤(X;X) be the graded ring homomorphism in-
duced from the third long exact sequence. Then (Ker u)2 vanishes.

The following facts are well-known (see [1]).

Lemma 2. Let X be an A-B-bimodule, Y a B-C-bimodule and Z an A-C-bimodule.
Then there are the following isomorphisms:

(1) If TorBi (X; Y ) = 0 and ExtiC(Y;Z) = 0 for all i ¸ 1 then, for any n ¸ 0,

ExtnA¡C(X B Y; Z) »= ExtnA¡B(X;HomC(Y; Z)):

(2) If TorBi (X; Y ) = 0 and ExtiA(X;Z) = 0 for all i ¸ 1 then, for any n ¸ 0,

ExtnA¡C(X B Y; Z) »= ExtnB¡C(Y;HomA(X;Z)):
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3. Stratifying ideals

In this section we study Hochschild cohomology groups of algebras with stratifying
ideals. The following de¯nition is due to Cline, Parshall and Scott ([3], 2.1.1 and 2.1.2),
who work with ¯nite dimensional algebras over ¯elds. We keep our general setup of
algebras projective over a commutative noetherian ring.

De¯nition 3. Let B be an algebra and e = e2 an idempotent. The two-sided ideal BeB
generated by e is called a stratifying ideal if the following equivalent conditions (A) and
(B) are satis¯ed:
(A) (a) The multiplication map BeeBe eB ! BeB is an isomorphism.
(b) For all n > 0: ToreBen (Be; eB) = 0.
(B) The epimorphism B ! A := B=BeB induces isomorphisms

Ext¤A(X;Y ) ' Ext¤B(X; Y )

for all A-modules X and Y

The following remark can be used to check if an ideal is stratifying.

Remark 4. Let e be an idempotent element in B. Then BeB is projective as a left (resp.
right) B-module if and only if eB (resp. Be) is projective as a left (respectively right)
eBe-module and the multiplication map BeeBe eB ! BeB is an isomorphism.

Proof. Suppose that BeB is a projective left B-module. Then Be k eB ³ BeB splits
in modB. Multiplying by e on the left hand side, eBe k eB ³ eB splits in mod eBe.
Thus eB is a projective left eBe-module. Let X be the kernel of the multiplication
map Be eBe eB ³ BeB. Multiplying by e on the left hand side, eX is the kernel of
the multiplication map eBe eBe eB ³ eB. But the latter multiplication map is an
isomorphism, and therefore eX = 0. Applying the functor HomB(¡; X) to the short
exact sequence 0 ! X ! BeeBe eB ! BeB ! 0, yields a short exact sequence

0 ! HomB(BeB;X) ! HomB(BeeBe eB;X) ! HomB(X;X) ! 0;

because BeB is a projective left B-module. Since the middle term HomB(Be eBe

eB;X) »= HomeBe(eB; eX) = 0; we get EndB(X) = 0 and thus X = 0, so that the
multiplication map BeeBe eB ³ BeB is an isomorphism.

The converse is shown by using the isomorphism

HomB(BeB;¡) »= HomB(BeeBe eB;¡) »= HomeBe(eB;HomB(Be;¡)):

¤

Heredity ideals are examples of stratifying ideals, thus our results will extend results
obtained in [11]. On the other hand, for any triangulated algebra

B =

µ
A 0
M C

¶

and the idempotent

e =

µ
0 0
0 1

¶

;
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we have BeB = eB, so that BeB is a stratifying ideal. Thus our results also will extend
results of [2, 6, 10]. There are, however, plenty of other examples. Stratifying ideals and
strati¯ed algebras occur frequently in applications, for example in algebraic Lie theory in
the context of Schur algebras and of blocks of the Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand category of
a semisimple complex Lie algebra.

From now on, we assume that BeB is a stratifying ideal of B and we put A := B=BeB.

Proposition 5. For any i ¸ 0, the following hold:

(1) ExtiBe(BeB;A) = 0:
(2) ExtiBe(BeB;BeB) »= Exti(eBe)e(eBe; eBe):

(3) ExtiAe(A;A) »= ExtiBe(A;A):
(4) The isomorphisms in (2) and (3) preserve Yoneda products.

Theorem 6. There are long exact sequences as follows:

(1) ¢ ¢ ¢ ! ExtnBe(B;BeB) ! HHn(B) ! HHn(A) ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
(2) ¢ ¢ ¢ ! ExtnBe(A;B) ! HHn(B) ! HHn(eBe) ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ; and

(3) ¢ ¢ ¢ ! ExtnBe(A;BeB) ! HHn(B)
f
! HHn(A)© HHn(eBe) ! ¢ ¢ ¢ :

Proof. By Lemma 1 and Proposition 5 . ¤

We remark that by using the partial recollement of bounded below derived categories

D+(modB=BeB) D+(modB) D+(mod eBe);

we also can get the long exact sequence (3).
We also note that Suarez-Alvarez [12] independently has obtained the ¯rst long exact

sequence in Theorem 6 above by using di®erent methods based on spectral sequences.
Recall the notation that NB is the ideal of HH¤(B) which is generated by homogeneous

nilpotent elements, and HH
¤
(B) is the factor algebra HH¤(B)=NB.

Corollary 7.

(1) Let f : HH¤(B) ! HH¤(A) £ HH¤(eBe) be the graded algebra homomorphism in
sequence (3) above. Then (Ker f)2 vanishes.

(2) The induced homomorphism f : HH
¤
(B) ! HH

¤
(A)£ HH

¤
(eBe) is injective.

Proof. By Lemma 1 and statement (4) of Proposition 5.
¤

4. Examples

By adapting the well-known recursive constructions of quasi-hereditary algebras, we
construct for any algebra C a new algebra B which is an extension of C and has a
stratifying ideal. We will compare the Hochschild cohomology algebras of C and of B.
For simplicity we will assume all algebras to be ¯nite dimensional and split over a ¯eld k.

Let A and C be algebras, M a C-A-bimodule and N an A-C-bimodule. For any
morphism ¹ : M A N ! radC of C-C-bimodules, we can de¯ne a split extension ~A of
A by N C M (where N C M multiplies trivially with itself) so that we get an algebra
(with multiplication induced by ¹)
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B =

µ
~A N
M C

¶

:

For the idempotent

e =

µ
0 0
0 1

¶

;

we observe that A »= B=BeB, that C »= eBe and that the multiplication map BeeBe

eB ! BeB is an isomorphism. We keep the notation above in this section.

Lemma 8. If TornC(N;M) = 0 for any n ¸ 1, then BeB is a stratifying ideal.

Lemma 9. Let A be the ground ¯eld k. If CM and NC are projective C-modules, then
pdBeA · 2.

Lemma 10. Let D be a ¯nite dimensional algebra, split over the ¯eld k.

(1) Let n be the number of blocks of D. Then HH
0
(D) »= kn as an algebra.

(2) If chark 6= 2, then HH
¤
(D) »= HH

even
(D) := ©n¸0HH

2n
(D).

Proposition 11. Let A be the ground ¯eld k. If CM and NC are non-zero projective
C-modules, the number of blocks of C is the same as that of B. If chark 6= 2, then
HH

¤
(B) »= HH

¤
(C) as graded algebras.

Proof. By Lemma 10, it is enough to show that HH
even

(B) »= HH
even

(C). By Lemma 8,
BeB is stratifying. By Lemma 9, Theorem 6 and HH¤(A) »= k, we have that HHn(B) »=
HHn(C) for any n ¸ 3 and HH2(B) ! HH2(C) is surjective. Hence, by Corollary 7,

HH
n
(B) »= HH

n
(C) for any n ¸ 2. By Lemma 10, dimk HH

0
(B)= the number of blocks

of B equals the number of blocks of C=dimk HH
0
(C). Therefore HH

even
(B) »= HH

even
(C)

as graded algebras. ¤

The following example shows that we cannot drop the condition chark 6= 2 in Proposion
11 above.

Example 12. Keep the notation in the previous section. Let A be the ground ¯eld k, C
a truncated polynomial algebra k[x]=(xp). If M = C, N = C, ¹ : M A N ! radC is
de¯ned by ¹(1 1) = xq and 1 · q < p, then B is given by the following quiver

1
a

2
b

c

with two relations cp = 0 and ab = cq. Note that B is neither self-injective nor monomial
unless q = 1. By Proposition 11, if chark 6= 2, then HH

¤
(B) »= HH

¤
(C). Since HH

¤
(C) is

a ¯nitely generated algebra (see [4]), so is HH
¤
(B).

On the other hand, if chark = 2, q = 1 and p = 2, then HH
¤
(B) »= k[x; z]=(x3 ¡ z2)

with deg x=2 and deg z=3 by [13] and HH
¤
(C) »= k[x] with deg x=1 by [8] or [4]. Hence

HH
¤
(B) is strictly contained in HH

¤
(C), so that we cannot drop the condition chark 6= 2

in Proposition 11.
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Finally we give an example of an algebra occuring in algebraic Lie theory, see for
instance [9] for the properties of Brauer algebras used in this example.

Example 13. Let B be a Brauer algebra Bk(3; ±), where ± is in k. B has a stratifying
ideal BeB such that eBe »= k and B=BeB »= k§3, where §3 is the symmetric group on
three letters. By Corollary 7, there exists an embedding

HH
¤
(B) ,! HH

¤
(k§3)£ HH

¤
(k)

as a graded algebra homomorphism. Since k§3 is a self-injective algebra of ¯nite rep-
resentation type, HH

¤
(k§3) is isomorphic to a product of some polynomial algebras in

one variable k[x] and some copies of the ground ¯eld k (see [4]). Because any graded
subalgebra of a product of some polynomial algebras with one variable k[x] is a ¯nitely
generated algebra, we get that HH

¤
(Bk(3; ±)) is a ¯nitely generated algebra.
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